September 28, Saturday –
4p-9p
and
September 29, Sunday –
9a-5p

2013
- Learn about the exciting sport of
predator hunting! Topics will include:
-How to find predators
-Selecting a productive stand
-How to choose call sounds
-Skinning techniques and
demonstration
-Advanced tactics
-Equipment selection
-Live fire accuracy training
-And much more: you won’t be bored!

- Only $150 -

$85 for returning Coyote Clinic graduates

Prescott Valley, AZ
I would recommend this class for any new predator
hunter or any seasoned hunter. You can always learn new
tricks of the trade, and maybe just making a small change
in what you presently do could add more downed
predators in your stands. - Steve H., 2012 Graduate
As usual Glen gave a class worth every penny. I knew a
bit about hunting predators before the class but turns out
there was a LOT I didn't know and a LOT of it was very
important stuff. I have a much better understanding of
how to maximize dead predators now and I am confident
my kill rate will go up drastically in the areas I like to
hunt. I have spent a lifetime developing skills at hunting
deer and elk but the Coyote Clinic gave me the tools I
need to shave years off of the learning curve for predator
hunting. - Victor G., 2012 Graduate

To Register, or if you have Questions, call
Glen at 520-831-3683, or email him:
Glen@IndependenceTraining.com

$15 discount for current military
servicemen and women with proper ID
Only $70 for kids ages 10-17 with
accompanying paid adult
-Payment can be made via PayPal to:
Paypal@IndependenceTraining.com
-Credit and debit cards also accepted – please call Glen
at 520-831-3683 to process payment.

Visit Glen’s hunting blog:
RizzoIsReady.Blogspot.com

Glen “rizzo” Stilson is an avid predator
hunter and the author of “Ready For
Anything – a guide to predator hunting”.
He is the Head Instructor for Independence
Training, an emergency response and
firearms training organization.
www.IndependenceTraining.com

